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The Movie 
 

Screening Format: RED ONE 4k 
Shooting Format:   RED ONE 4k 
Running Time: ……..84 minutes 
Shooting Location: New York City 
 

The Cast 
 

John D’Leo ………………..as BILLY 
Armani Del Rio …………...as MURT 
Dario Barosso ……………..as ZACH 
Jordyn DiNatale…………...as JENNY 
 

The Moviemakers 
 

Dan Lee: director/writer/producer 
Xiaosu Han & Andreas Thalhammer: directors of photography 

 
Contact: Dan Lee 

Email: tinygiantllc@gmail.com 
Phone: 917 405-4493 

 

Website: murtramirez.com 
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TINY GIANT ENTERTAINMENT, LLC PRESENTS: 
 

MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS 
 
 

 
 

 
SYNOPSIS 

 
Logline:  
 
A 12 year old boy targeted by the baddest bully in Brooklyn prepares for an after-school  
 
date with doom. 
 

Full Synopsis:  

 

Set in the '80s like some lost John Hughes film, MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK 

MY ASS follows a single day in the life of twelve-year old Billy McConnell, a day which 

just may be his last. When his hyper-Hebrew cousin, Zach, leaves Billy on the hook for a 

dog poop prank involving the most psychotic bully in all of Brooklyn, Billy soon realizes 

his days are as numbered as his Atari 2600 game system. Before long, it’s a race to the 

end day school bell as Billy and pals contrive a gauntlet of schemes to escape his 3:00  

date with doom. 
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MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS 
 

PRESS CLIPPINGS 
 

BIG	  THUMBS	  UP	  FROM	  AUSTIN	  FUSION	  MAGAZINE:	  	  
	  
“Murt	  Ramirez	  Wants	  to	  Kick	  My	  Ass	  is	  an	  entertaining	  ride	  through	  
adolescence	  …with	  remarkable	  characters	  and	  crazy	  situations…a	  
film	  that	  can	  be	  viewed	  many	  times	  over….the	  individuals	  that	  the	  
audience	  encounters	  throughout	  the	  film	  are	  extraordinary.”	  	  
	  
–Lisa	  Mejia	  	  Austin	  Fusion	  Magazine	  
	  
THE	  AUSTINIST	  HIGHLIGHTS	  MURT	  RAMIREZ:	  	  
	  
“If the title MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS doesn’t 
already have you interested, let us help. It’s set in the 80s, it’s about a 
12-year-old’s run-in with a psychotic bully…and there’s dog poop. This 
will be fun.” 
 
-Mateo Raneo  The Austinist 
	  
KUT	  NEWS	  HIGHLIGHTS	  MURT	  RAMIREZ:	  
	  
“A hilarious film that works for adults and middle-schoolers alike.. a 
smart script with well-drawn characters…Lee’s take on life, love, and 
bullies never goes out of style.” 
 
-Bears Fonte’ KUT News 
 
TRUE VIEW REVIEWS SPOTLIGHT: WRITER/DIRECTOR DAN LEE: 
 
“The film MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS has a style that 
should keep kids well entertained and laughing.” 
 
Mark Saldana -True View Reviews 
	  
FILM	  WEBSITE:	  PEARL	  SNAP	  DISCOUNT	  (REVIEW/INTERVIEW):	  
	  
“Dan	  Lee’s	  film	  was	  easily	  one	  of	  the	  highlights	  of	  the	  Austin	  film	  
festival.	  	  The	  truth	  in	  his	  story	  was	  fully	  realized	  with	  a	  young	  &	  
talented	  cast.”	  	  
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 MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS 
 

WRITER’S STATEMENT 
 

“Inspiration for Murt Ramirez Wants to Kick My Ass came from vivid my teen 

experiences at a chaotic middle school based in downtown Chelsea, New York City. This 

was an era long before my area became the gentrified haven for accomplished artistic 

types and financially well-off people in the gay community. Back in the 80’s, the area 

was raw with untamed elements that earned the Big Apple its notorious reputation.  

 

This was the environment my friends and I attended public middle school. 

 

Awaiting the day’s opening bell, my classmates and I would tentatively dwell among a 

bizarre array of youth cliques: Boys pimped track suits, Lee jeans, striped polos and gold 

necklace name-plates. Girls sported open-toe shoes, doorknocker earrings and earsplitting 

potty mouths that’d make a sailor blush. Believe me, it was a full melting pot of kids you 

never saw in a John Hughes movie. Like a sheepdog musing entry to a dogrun filled by 

Dobermans, pitbulls and German shepherds; we’d eye the chaotic school entrance with 

pending dread and do our best to stay clear of trouble.  

 

Sometimes we couldn’t stay clear of trouble. 

 

This was the epiphany.. 

 

After months of extensive interviews with old classmates, I compiled a screenplay 

loosely based on our most tragically hilarious experiences trying to survive & thrive in a 

blackboard jungle where we lived life as human targets for bullies. The result is my semi-

biographical upcoming motion picture ..Murt Ramirez Wants to Kick My Ass.” 

 

Dan Lee 
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MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS 
 

THE CAST 
 

Billy…………..John D’Leo 
 

Murt…………………..Armani Del Rio 
Zach…………………..Dario Barosso 
 

Hoarder……………….Ben Kornick 
Jenny………………….Jordyn DiNatale

 

JOHN D’LEO as BILLY 
 
 

 

 
To say John D’Leo chose the perfect career for himself would be an understatement.  
John’s comedic edge and self confidence caught the eye a talent manager at the age of 10 
when he completely charmed her during a showcase. John has not stopped acting since.  
John landed his first role on the soap opera Guiding Light. The experience solidified 
John’s love for acting, and he has since went on to appear in notable films such as The 
Wrestler, Brooklyn’s Finest, National Lampoon’s Dirty Movie, Cop Out and Wanderlust 
where he got to work with industry professionals Mickey Rourke, Ethan Hawke, Chris 
Meloni, Bruce Willis, Tracey Morgan, Kevin Smith, Jennifer Aniston and Paul Rudd.  
As a young actor, John has also had an extensive television career consisting of guest star 
roles in NBC’s Mercy, Law & Order: SVU, ABC’s Life on Mars, The Unusuals and 
HBO’s How to Make it in America. John can also be seen in numerous national network 
commercials and campaigns such as Oreo, Verizon and Red Lobster. When John is not in 
front of the camera, he is behind it. He has acquired a love for filmmaking and all aspects 
of “behind-the scenes” work. He is truly a unique talent with a flair for comedy, natural 
on-camera demeanor and all-around passion for entertaining. Currently, John is in France 
filming a leading role in the new Luc Besson film Malavita starring Robert DeNiro, 
Tommy Lee Jones and Michelle Pfeiffer. 
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ARMANI DEL RIO as MURT 

 

Armani Del Rio is thrilled to be playing Murt in Murt Ramirez Wants to Kick My Ass. 
He was born and raised in Queens, New York 
and attended the Drama Academy at Forest 
Hills High School. He is no stranger to the 
entertainment industry, his interest in acting 
sparked at the age of eight. Armani has trained 
with Kristen Johnston, Stephen DiMenna and 
is a former member of the MCC Theater 
Company. Outside of acting he enjoys 
singing, song writing, and video editing.  
 
Some of his past film credits include The 
Boys Guide (which was on Comcast on 
Demand and given Honorable Mention from 

the Bucks County Film Festival), and Flabulous. Also, Armani made his television debut 
this year in a promo for MTV. As for his next project, he will play the part of Timmy 
Sanchez in The Tale of Timmy Two Chins directed by Nancy Savoca (Dog Fight). 
Armani continues to train and master his craft with the full support of his family. You   
can learn more about him on armanidelrio.com 
 
 

 
DARIO BAROSSO as ZACH 

 

Dario was born in Houston Texas and later moved to the New York City area. He first 
caught the acting bug  when he performed  
live in a theater performance with the Youth 
Asian Dance Troup. He later performed in 
multiple short films and thesis films with 
Hofstra University  and NY Tisch School of 
Film. He has also been in multiple music 
videos and a commercial. Dario enjoys sports 
especially fencing, swimming and horseback 
riding for which he has won multiple medals 
and meets. Recently, Dario can be seen in the 
role of Flattop in the new feature film Robot 
and Frank starring Frank Langella. He is 
thrilled to be part of Daniel Lee’s production 
of Murt  Ramirez Wants To Kick My Ass.  
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BEN KORNICK as HOARDER 

 

Benjamin Kornick was born on July 23, 1994 and grew up in Roslyn, NY. From a very 
early age, Benjamin had a natural way about 
him, often finding himself in front of the 
camera or center of attention.  But it was not 
until his 13th birthday, after performing at 
school and acting as spokesperson for a 
number of non-profit organizations, did he 
start acting professionally.  For the past couple 
of years, he has taken a number of scene study 
and casting directors’ classes at Actor’s 
Technique New York, and done several 
commercials and voice-overs.  Prior to landing 
the role of Morgan “the Gerd” Halderman in 
the feature film Murt Ramirez Wants To Kick          
My Ass, Benjamin played the lead role of  
Marcus Jr. in a short film called JumpStart. 
Currently, Ben is enrolled at Columbia 

University. 
 
 
 

JORDYN DI NATALE as JENNY 
 

 

Jordyn began her acting career as a snow child in 'Carousel' at Albertus Magnus college.  
 At 12, Jordyn performed in Yale Repertory 
Theatre's production of 'Brundibar,' which 
transferred to Broadway.  Jordyn can be seen 
and heard in several voice-overs and tv 
commercials.  Jordyn is excited to play 'Jenny 
Wonderling' in 'Murt Ramirez Wants to Kick 
My Butt,' her first feature film. Jordyn has many 
interests and activities outside of acting; is on 
her school's track and field team and is also an 
instructor at her mother's dance studio.  She 
plans to continue studying acting at a New York 
College and hopes to continue to pursue a career 
in tv and film. Recently, Jordyn starred in the 
well-received off-broadway show Recall at the 
Wild Project. She will also be seen in the featue film “Jamie Marks is Dead” as Chloe. 
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MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS 
 

THE MOVIEMAKERS 
 
 

DAN LEE  

(Writer, Director, Producer)
 

Dan Lee's work in film started when his first two 
screenplays were optioned by actor Ron Perlman 
(Hellboy I & II, Sons of Anarchy). Soon after, Dan was 
hired to write a short film project for Academy Award 
winning director Aaron Schneider (Get Low, Two 
Soldiers) and a television pilot for Sony Entertainment.  
His debut feature Park Sharks premiered at the Dances 
with Films Festival in Hollywood and   is represented 
by Circus Road Entertainment. Murt Ramirez Wants to 
Kick My Ass is his first feature shot using the Red One 
camera.  
 

 
 
 

 

XIAOSU HAN & ANDREAS THALHAMMER 
(DIRECTORS OF PHOTOGRAPHY) – 

 

XiaoSu Han and Andreas 
Thalhammer are two DPs sharing 
one vision. Growing up in Austria 
they've managed to gain experience in 
both the Camera and Lighting 
Department before advancing to 
Cinematography. Sharing the same 

hknowledge base they've been working together ever since, specializing in the field of 
feature films. After deciding to experience filmmaking in other parts of the world, they 
participated in shoots in Hong Kong, India, China, Thailand, England, Israel, Mongolia, 
Germany and the U.S. Their recent credits include 3 feature films in 2009 ("The 
Baseline" UK, "Summertime" NY, "Lipstikka" UK/ISRAEL) and the second unit work 
on Prachya Pinkaew's "Elephant White" starring Kevin Bacon and Djimon Hounsou. 
 
http://www.stilfabrik.at 
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MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS 
 

10 QUESTIONS FOR DAN LEE 
 
1)	  Ok..right	  off	  the	  bat-‐-‐-‐is	  this	  film	  about	  you?	  Were	  you	  bullied	  in	  
middle	  school?? 
 
Wellll…I	  grew	  up	  in	  NYC	  in	  the	  80's.	  Let’s	  just	  say the public school i went 
to as a youngster was indeed a learning institution --but mostly for for future 
convicts. Indeed, at MY school, latch-key kids learned handy things like:  
extortion, circumventing authority, gang organization, theft, torture 
techniques, etc. Consequently, myself and my friends learned things like: 
understanding behavioral patterns of violent primates, how to function under 
daily threats, etc.  
 
2) So Murt was based on a bully you knew? 
 
Somewhat. Murt is more of a Frankenstein monster I created from parts of 
many bullies I knew. Hell, the entire script is a patchwork of many genuine 
horrific experiences myself and my friends dealt with. It plays funny in the 
film, but at the time, it sure didn't seem funny. I guess comedy is kind of a 
way of dealing with all those traumatic recollections. Most of the stuff that 
happens in the film actually happened to people I knew.  
 
3) Come on. Was it really that bad? 
 
Worse. I remember personally getting jumped once because I wore ripped 
jeans. They actually said, "That guy has ripped jeans. Jump him!" Honestly, 
the hoodlums I grew up with had no rhyme or reason in doing some of the 
most crappy things imaginable. When it snowed, they'd hit kids point blank 
in the face with ice-balls. Later they upgraded to putting D-sized batteries in 
the ice to make it even more dangerous. They'd choke kids just to see how 
long it'd take before they pass out. They'd punch kids in the neck or slap 
them in the face just for shits and giggles. They weren't very bright. Just 
really violent and morally bankrupt. My movie is actually more tame than 
most of the stuff we dealt with on the daily. For real.  
 
4) What was it like directing kids?  
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Years ago I used to teach elementary school kids. It honestly takes a lot of 
experience and class management skills to make sure kids are getting along 
together and staying on task. Having an extensive background with large 
groups of kids was a crucial element in making this film. That said, it also 
helped that I had a great bunch of kids and an amazing bunch of parents on 
the set. Awesome folks.  
 
5) The performances of these kids are very strong. Where did you find these 
relatively unknown actors?  
 
I found Armani Del Rio (MURT) and Dario Barosso (ZACH) on my own in 
a very random casting call before the film went SAG. Regarding Armani, it's 
amazing to think what a total longshot he was because initially I didn't see 
any of his awesome comedic skills. He wasn't even really on my radar. Still, 
each time I saw him in call backs, he was better than the last. Before long, it 
became clearer an clearer that HE was Murt. His physical skills as an actor 
are something you can't teach. It's a gift. Plus, he was a total sweetheart on 
the set (not Murt-like in real life at all!). Regarding Dario, the minute he 
came in I knew I had to figure out a way to get this kid in the movie. He had 
me laughing before his audition even started. His energy and style is totally 
infectious. He's super young but he worked super to nail his role.  
 
6) And the rest of the cast..? 
 
John D'Leo (BILLY), Ben Kornick (HOARDER) and Jordyn D'Natlie 
(JENNY) came into play later in casting process. Regarding John, I was 
really stressed about finding the right Billy because I knew a lot was riding 
on the role and hadn't seen anyone even close to what I wanted. When John 
came in he was actually auditioning for Zach and blew me away with his 
witty personality. I immediately thought he had strong potential as Billy. 
Initially, John didn't know if he could pull it off but I had faith he could. 
Needless to say, I think my faith was well founded. John really brought Billy 
to life with charm and comedy. Regarding Ben, his role was another one 
where I hadn't seen many people who jumped out at me and I was 
concerned. Still, I saw something in Ben at his audition and convinced 
someone else involved in the casting process that he deserved a call back. 
Glad I did. He came in and won the role by displaying a classic W.C.Fields 
dry wit that tossed his comp to the curb. Regarding Jordyn, the minute saw 
her she facially reminded me of the girl on whom I based the role. Once I 
saw her display that New York "attitude" in call backs…done deal.  
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7) Speaking of, the imagery in the film has a lot of "old school" New York 
charm. To what do you attribute that vibe? 
 
First off, I'd attribute that to the amazing job done by my directors of 
photography (Xax & Andy). They have a keen eye and were outstanding in 
helping me construct a vision for the imagery in the film. Second off, I'd 
attribute the "old school" charm to is the endless legwork I did location 
scouting. The public schools we shot in are over a hundred years old and 
navigating Board of Education red tape is no easy task. Once I landed these 
schools I knew they'd really add a textural time-warp element to the film. 
Other locations I chose in Brooklyn Heights, Cobble Hill and Red Hook also 
helped  bring that strong "old school" NYC flavor. I actually LOVE location 
scouting. 
 
8) What were the biggest obstacles in making this film?  
 
One obstacle was shooting a “true” film about my childhood that is still very 
marketable. We were potty mouth kids who dug a lot of R-rated stuff when I 
was growing up in NYC. That stuff was in the original script. Luckily, I shot 
alt takes where kids don’t curse (*also shot alt takes for other stuff regarding 
period references). Hey, I wanted to make sure my film is distribution/TV 
friendly. Otherwise, coulda been a problem. The other main headache was 
directing AND producing. Doing both at the same time? ..rough.  
 
9) Bullying is a very hot topic right now. Do you think that's going to be a 
major selling point for your film?  
 
Possibly. I genuinely hope my film serves as a talking point for bullying in 
schools. I don't know if a kid being bullied could learn to deal with bullies 
from my film but it may help them talk about it. At the very least, I hope a 
bullied kid would be able to identify with my film in a way that makes them 
feel optimistic about the future.  
 
10) Final question: what's the best way to get payback on a bully? 
 
Make a successful film exposing them as losers.. ---then have 'em pay to see it. 
 
Dan 
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MURT RAMIREZ WANTS TO KICK MY ASS 
 

 

Full Credits 
 

Written, Directed and Produced by Dan Lee 
 

Cinematography by Andreas Thalhammer & Xiasou Han 
 
 

Main Cast 
 

Billy………………………………………..John D’Leo 
Murt ………..………………………….. …Armani Del Rio 
Zach………………………………………..Dario Barosso 
Hoarder…………………………………….Ben Kornick 
Jenny……………………….…………........Jordyn DiNatale 
Ty…………………………………………..Justin Gumbs 
Bomber Boy………………………………..Jake Horowitz 
Little Frankie……………………………....Alexander Nanda 
Mr.Steinberg…….…………………………Todd Allen Little 
Mr.Heinz…………………………………...Michael Donaldson 
Principal Wittman……………………….....Lee Bergman 
Ms.Mazzagatti………………………...........Deborah Johnstone 
Mr.Rios………………..................................Rocco Ernest Privetera 
Billy’s mom………………………………...Amanda Brooke Learner 
Auntie……………………………………….Susan Kirby 

 
First Assistant Camera…………………. ….James Strosahl 
Second Assistant Camera…………………..Peter Kleinberger 
 
Editor………………………………….........Dan Lee 
 
Gaffer…………………………………........Tom Chavez   
 
First Assistant Director….…………............Matt Post 
  
Second Assistant Director….…………... …Fidel Ruiz Healy 

 
Production Assistants……..………………..Rakesh Shah 
      Mariana Zeron 
      Amanda Katz 
      Kristen McHale 
  

 


